
Spectral Pendant chandelier systems

H Profil chandeliers
Chandeliers that other look up to.

An elegant concept offering endless possibilities for spaces, whether they are heritage 
buildings or modern architecture. H-Profil is designed to easily accommodate a wide 
range of high power LED sources and decorative accessories for both direct and 
indirect lighting. Its ability to form acute curves allows huge design flexibility and our 
bespoke service enables you to bend and perfectly shape it to your project.

LED

Strength and Flexibility. 

Twin, interlocked strong aluminium extrusions form the rigid spine of the 
lighting system. Uniquely, the luminaire system body can be formed into 
smooth curves in the factory, fitting exactly with the contours of the room. 



Spectral Pendant chandelier systems

H Profil chandeliers
Non standard is the standard.

Highly complex wall washers and LED spots are available through to fluorescent lamps with micro 
prismatic panels to reduce glare and decorative glass inserts.
Every element of the H-Profil system can be freely assigned to individual lighting plans.

LED

A myriad of combination and formation possibilities are available. Elegant opal glass shades or 
LED downlighters with up to 3000 Lumens and specific optics to suit the project. Or simple 
elegant cast acrylic blocks for a more modern sophisticated look.  Any RAL colour is available. 



Dimensions – cross section:

Spectral Pendant systems

80 mm

80 mm / 90mm / 100mm

Bespoke diameters from 600mm to OVER 15 METRES
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Spectral Pendant chandelier systems

Got an idea? 

We can fully render your ideas to assist in fine tuning your design.

The chandeliers are manufactured in Germany to exacting 
standards. They are very robust, pre wired and tested to the 
highest standards at the factory. They are packaged in special 
cases and delivered using lorries dedicated to the factory. 


